NGOW 28TH AUGUST 2019 MEETING DIARY
President Bill Filmer welcomed seventeen members to the Nelson Marlborough Fish and Game
rooms for our first meeting there and introduced Erik Teekman, a potential new member.
Apologies were received from Neill Bruce-Miller, Bryan Swadel and Paul Trolove.
Bill asked for contributions to the September edition of The Borer, which is currently under
preparation. Members were reminded of the upcoming wood challenge which will be judged at the
end of November. Charlie Ablett asked if it were possible to enter a multi-media exhibit and Bill
conceded that, unless it involved plastic, a multi-media entry should be acceptable to the judges.
Chris Feltham offered the usual book from Founder’s; this month a small but well-illustrated hard
back on making wooden toys. This was later purchased by Tony Clark.
The main theme of the evening was Tony Clark’s
presentation on flattening large slabs of wood. He
included in his discussion not only long or wide
flitches, unsuitable for machining, but also
situations such as resurfacing tabletops.
He outlined three methods, but all begin by fixing
the slab securely to a suitable work surface. For
this purpose he suggested building two MDF
brackets, each composed of two long strips
screwed together at right angles, and in turn
screwing each of these to a bench and to the
workpiece. This overcomes any rocking of the slab
on its high spots.
His first method involves building a sled to move a
router across the top of the workpiece. The sled
on which the router moves is made from two strips
of MDF placed horizontally, parallel to each other along the sides of the slab, and again screwed
securely to the bench or table. The router is held in a U-shaped channel, again of MDF, placed at
right angles to the side supports. The router can be moved from side to side within the channel or –
Tony’s preferred option - the whole channel moved from side to side. This requires the channel to
be sufficiently long to overhang the side supports when the
router is at the full extent of its travel.
Tony explained that a large end-cutting router bit would do the
job but the ideal was a flat, large diameter bit. Paul Gutch then
produced one of these bits, just purchased through AliExpress at
an encouragingly low price. Tony pointed out that the larger the
bit the fewer corrugations on the worksurface and reminded us
that a large diameter bit requires the router speed to be reduced.
His second suggestion was to use an electric plane. Noisy, messy

and difficult to do without creating more hollows and gouges than you begin, with but still a
workable method.
Finally, and the main theme of his presentation, was to use a hand plane and winding sticks. He
makes his winding sticks from black and white surfaced MDF to make sighting along them easier and
works mostly with a Stanley No. 6 or 7 bench plane. He emphasized that the choice of tool was
personal and feeling comfortable was important. Using a piece of flowering cherry which had been
grafted onto apple stock, he demonstrated a technique of planing diagonally on each side. It was
interesting to note the striking horizontal line on this slab where the apple finished and the cherry
began.
General discussion followed with
members suggesting other tools
useful for flattening and we then
adjourned for supper.
A lively “Show and Tell” session
followed supper. Chris Feltham
began by reminding everybody that
the theme for the September
meeting will be jigs. He urged all
members to bring one or two of their favourite jigs for others to admire
and copy or criticise.

Gary Drummond showed a slab of swamp totara with their house
number, “92”, beautifully engraved and outlined in gold paint. He began
by chiselling the outline of the numbers and then scraped them more
deeply with a home-made scraper fashioned from a bandsaw blade. In
this picture it’s taped to the bottom left-hand corner of the slab. He
overcame the natural oiliness of totara with a white primer – on the
advice of experts from Resene Paints – but was disappointed that it
caught in tiny cracks and chips on the edges of the numbers and was still
visible in places after he’d applied the gold paint.

Peter Cozens said how valuable he’d found the Guild’s visit to
Black’s Fasteners. He’s been back several times since then and found
their staff very helpful. He mentioned the importance of letting
trades people go to the front of the queue and asked if any further
work had been done on opening a Guild account with Blacks. Bill
Filmer explained this would involve members paying for their
purchases at the time of the sale but mentioning their Guild
membership. Over time this would allow us all to benefit from
significant trade discounts and Bill undertook to enquire further on
our behalf. Peter then showed a copy of the “Furniture and
Cabinetmaking” journal. He said it’s well written with excellent
articles and even the advertisements are interesting. He plans to

subscribe and will be happy to pass his copies round any other members who are interested.

Tony Clark announced that the latest “Fine Woodworking” DVD archive is now available. He plans
to obtain a copy for the Guild library which can be borrowed and copied by interested members.

Paul Gutch showed several items. In addition to the 50mm flat router bit he’d passed round during
Tony Clark’s presentation he produced two other
AliExpress purchases: a ½inch down cut router bit and a
small L-shaped milled-aluminium perforated plate. The
holes keep a pencil point in position while drawing a
line parallel to the edge of a board, with the right-angle
bend allowing the assembly to be kept in firm contact
with the board. The numbers reflect the distance from the edge of the board in millimetres.

He explained that he’d undertaken a small
production run of tissue-box covers and
showed us a sample. A friend who owns
a small CNC router had cut out the
plywood to shape and he’d done the assembly and staining. The result appeared very professional.
Finally, he reminded us that his food-safe wax is still available in unlabelled jars at a cut rate of $20
for Guild members. It comes with a personal recommendation from Bill Filmer.

David Haig reported on his recent
very brief visit to Melbourne to teach
at a “Wood Dust” symposium. While
there he met Bern Chandley and was
impressed by his use of Italian-made
reamers to taper parts for his

signature range of modern Windsor chairs. (For details see:
https://www.bernchandleyfurniture.com/about). He also purchased an exquisitely made brass
sliding bevel, one of a number of tools marketed by Vesper Tools. (www.vespertools.com.au)
The last contributions came from Gaston Monge-Grassi,
resplendent in a smart new jacket and toting a new Facom
bag. He told us proudly of his successful Trade Me
purchase of a short handled curved adze and then
unveiled samples of new stock items – an extensive range
of Japanese hand planes and two different sizes of
Japanese squares.

He outlined briefly the technique for
setting up and tuning a Japanese plane.
Having sharpened the blade, the chip
breaker must be positioned as close as possible to the end of the blade and both correctly aligned in
the throat to give a suitably small gap at the front of the mouth. The sole should be sanded flat and

then carefully shaped with a scraper so that there are very slight high spots at the toe, heel and just
in front of the mouth. The blade is then aligned with judicious taps from an appropriately sized
small hammer.

Gaston’s final, and arguably most unusual, offering was a kitset for shaping
chopsticks. A beautifully crafted double-sided jig, square profile chopstick
blanks and a block plane come in the kit. A blank is locked into position on the
“1-2” side and the plane slid along within grooves to taper the first two sides.
The jig is then reversed and the process repeated to taper sides three and
four. A scale on the side of the jig allows measurement of the intended user’s
hand size so that the chopsticks can be cut to the correct length.
The meeting closed soon after 9:15pm. The next meeting will be at the same
venue at 7pm on Wednesday September 25th.

